Danfoss wiring diagram y plan

This scheme uses a 3 port mid position valve. In the past this was by far the most common
setup, as it only requires one valve. It can still be fitted today, however is not suitable for
systems with more than one heating zone. The valve itself has three plumbing connections - in,
out A and out B. Regardless of other settings, at least one of the outlets is always open, so it is
always possible for water to flow through the valve. Outlet A is normally connected to the
central heating, with B used for hot water. With no power applied, the spring holds the valve in
position B, so water only flows to the hot water cylinder. The motor will move the valve to the
mid position AB, so both heating and hot water are selected. Internal switches and other
components ensure the motor is held at this mid point. Here the motor will move to position A
heating only. When it gets there, an internal switch connects white and orange together, and
this output is used to activate the boiler. This results in a noticeable delay when switching on
heating only, as the motor has to move the valve from B to A. This takes several seconds. This
video covers the wiring and electrical operation of a Y plan system. Wiring diagrams and further
information continues below. View on Youtube. This diagram shows the wiring layout using the
most typical components. Here, coloured wires indicate the permanent mains supply to the
boiler and programmer. The three additional coloured valve wires are also shown white, grey
and orange. Other wires are shown in pale grey. Some or all of these will be live depending on
which modes are selected - these are highlighted brown in the other diagrams below. These
diagrams show a modern boiler where the boiler requires mains power all the time, with a
separate wire used to activate the boiler and the pump connected directly to the boiler. Older
systems simply have the boiler and pump connected to SL 8 in the wiring centre , with only N
and E permanently connected. The room thermostat is shown with a neutral connection.
However a 2 wire thermostat can be used which does not require a neutral. Power starts at
terminal 3 HW On in the programmer. This passes via the wiring centre terminal 6 to the cylinder
thermostat. If heat is required, power continues to terminal 8 in the wiring centre, and on to the
boiler and pump. The valve is not powered at all, and the spring holds it in position B, so water
from the boiler only flows to the hot water cylinder. Note that although the orange valve wire is
connected to power, this does nothing, as orange is only connected via an internal switch when
the valve is in position A. Here, power is also applied to programmer terminal 4, which connects
via wiring centre terminal 4 to the room thermostat. If heat is required, power continues to
terminal 5 in the wiring centre, and therefore to the white valve wire. This causes the valve
motor to move to the mid position, and water from the boiler flows to both the hot water cylinder
and the radiators. As with hot water only, the orange valve wire is connected to power via the
wiring centre terminal 8, but orange is still not connected to anything inside the valve. The only
addition to acheive heating only is terminal 1 HW Off of the programmer being connected to
power. As programmer terminal 1 has power, so does wiring centre terminal 7 which is
connected to the valve grey wire. The white wire already has power via the room thermostat,
and as power is applied to both grey and white, the valve moves to position A. This is where the
orange wire is required - when at A, orange is internally connected to white, and terminal 8 in
the wiring centre receives power, activating the boiler and pump. As a consequence of this,
power also returns via the cylinder thermostat to the programnmer 'HW On' terminal. However
this does not change anything. The same result is acheived if the hot water cylinder is fully
heated - the cylinder thermostat provides the 'HW Off' signal by connecting C and 2 together.
Due to several seconds being required for the valve to move from B to A, there is a delay
between selecting heating at the programmer and the boiler starting. As correct operation relies
on the valve internals functioning properly, valve failure will result in some non-obvious
situations. If the switch in the valve fails, the orange wire will never be connected to power. This
results in heating only not working at all, yet the system works fine with water only or heating
and water. If the valve motor fails, the valve will remain at position B and hot water will never
reach the radiators. Usually this shows up in the summer when hot water only is required.
Caused by either the valve sticking in the mid position, or the lever on the side being in the
'manual' position. On most valves, the actuator head containing the switches and motor can be
replaced as a separate unit without draining the system. On some, the internal motor can be
replaced, although it is often easier to change the whole head. If the valve itself sticks or fails,
the solution is either to replace the entire thing, or on some makes the internal valve ball and
spring can be replaced. These systems contain a wireless controller with a wired receiver unit.
The receiver unit replaces the existing programmer. The wireless controller contains a room
thermostat and is used to control both the heating and hot water, so any existing wired room
thermostat must be removed. Wiring is essentially the same as a standard Y plan, with the room
thermostat removed and the controller unit replacing the programmer. Hot water thermostat,
valve, boiler and pump are unchanged. Y plan This scheme uses a 3 port mid position valve.
Blue, Neutral - internally connected to the neutral side of the motor. White, Live in 1 - Activates

the motor inside the valve to select either AB both or A heating Grey, Live in 2 - Used with the
White wire to select outlet A only heating Orange, Live Out - this is used to switch the boiler on
when the valve is at position A. No power With no power applied, the spring holds the valve in
position B, so water only flows to the hot water cylinder. Power on White only The motor will
move the valve to the mid position AB, so both heating and hot water are selected. Power on
White and Grey Here the motor will move to position A heating only. Overview Video This video
covers the wiring and electrical operation of a Y plan system. System Wiring This diagram
shows the wiring layout using the most typical components. Operation - Hot water and central
heating Here, power is also applied to programmer terminal 4, which connects via wiring centre
terminal 4 to the room thermostat. Operation - Heating only The only addition to acheive heating
only is terminal 1 HW Off of the programmer being connected to power. Possible problems As
correct operation relies on the valve internals functioning properly, valve failure will result in
some non-obvious situations. Heating only does not work If the switch in the valve fails, the
orange wire will never be connected to power. Radiators never heat up, regardless of other
settings. Radiators and hot water always work together Usually this shows up in the summer
when hot water only is required. Hive and other similar 'all in one' systems These systems
contain a wireless controller with a wired receiver unit. Discussion in ' Plumbers' Talk ' started
by pinkvanman , Apr 4, Log in or Sign up. Screwfix Community Forum. Hi folks.. It all works ok
and everything does what its supposed to do. I did notice the other day that when both CH and
HW are off on the programmer,the HSA3 had settled in the mid position and was therefore still
being held open by the motor. Curious,,i googled and read that this is how it is supposed to
operate! Seems a bit weired.. I did take the white lid off the motor and noted that a circular
heatsink had been fitted which clips onto the motor casing.. If, when the programmer switches
off, there is still a demand for heating, then what you describe will happen. Some later, more
expensive programmers switch off power to the motor when the time period expires to stop this
happening. G Brown , Apr 4, I'll have to have a closer look at the wiring diagram and work out
why this is happening then see if i can work out a way of preventing it. I'm not convinced its a
programmer issue though. EDIT I found this,which goes some way to understanding how these
work.. Seems like a waste of energy to me. Presumably the live feed comes from the heaint off
terminal on the programmer..? The issue would seem to be with the design of the actuator since
i dont think honeywaell VA does this.. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored
Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account?
No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Any help at all I think
would be thankfully recieved. S plan with programmable thermostat. Wiring Diagram from
Honeywell. Y plan with programmable thermostat. When someone does reply to your thread
with the restof the info that you ask for - And they will! Danfoss Randall have a lot of info on
there website and have wiring diagrammes etc. They also have installer training courses around
the country that are free to attend. Darren Honeywell used to do a wiring guide book free not
sure if they still do. Its got all the wiring plans in it and a lot of other useful stuff. There phone
no. We have our very own plumbing department on this forum with some very good plans and
downloads available for all boiler wiring patterns. I bought a really good book on it all if any
ones interested I'll try did the name out wasn't cheap 30 quid ish but has had diagrams for every
boiler job that I've needed it. You need to be a member in order to leave a comment. Sign up for
a new account in our community. It's easy! Already have an account? Sign in here. Terms of
Use We have placed cookies on your device to help make this website better. You can adjust
your cookie settings , otherwise we'll assume you're okay to continue. Search In.
Recommended Posts. Report post. Posted August 7, edited. Share this post Link to post Share
on other sites. Posted August 7, I found this to be quite useful, it cover all and has fault finding
as well. Posted August 8, Posted October 22, Posted June 4, Posted November 2, Many Thanks
AndyGuinness. Create an account or sign in to comment You need to be a member in order to
leave a comment Create an account Sign up for a new account in our community. Register a
new account. Sign in Already have an account? Sign In Now. Sign In Sign Up. Important
Information Terms of Use We have placed cookies on your device to help make this website
better. I accept. Quick Links. District heating substation for exhange of gas boilers 24 pages.
Your programmer Resetting the unit Setting the clock Factory pre-sets Programming the unit
Temporary overrides Manual switch settings Memory back-up Contact details Page 5: Wiring
Page 6 Given below are typical wiring diagrams for various types of systems. Page 7:
Replacement If the unit is to be used in association with a 6 wire Honeywell Y Plan, a special
wiring diagram may be required. What is a programmer? Some models switch the central
heating and domestic hot water on and off at the same time, while others allow the domestic hot
water and heating to come on and go Page Temporary Overrides Sometimes you may need to
change the way you use your heating temporarily, i. The SET2E has two convenient overrides

which can be selected without affecting the set programme. Note: This will only work when the
slider switch is in the RUN position and will automatically cancel at the start of the next
programmed event. When power is restored the unit will continue to function as normal. Page
Contact Details Call our technical department 8. Print page 1 Print document 16 pages. Cancel
Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk.
Upload from URL. Multiple zones one thermostat doityourself community forums wiring
diagram for nest 2 zone from nest wiring diagram topic. Sundial y plan satisfies the minimum
standard requirements of the building regulations part l1 when used in conjunction with radiator
thermostats and an automatic bypass valve. Y plan wiring diagram. This diagram shows the
wiring layout using the most typical components. Here coloured wires indicate the permanent
mains supply to the boiler and programmer. This has one inlet and two outlets one for hot water
the. Part 2 in the series looks at s plan wiring a system which uses two separate valves. How to
install the nest learning thermostat 3rd gen in a y plan wiring diagram for nest 2 zone uploaded
by bismillah on thursday february 7th in category nest wiring diagram. This video covers the
wiring and electrical operation of a y plan system. Electrical wiring for central heating systems.
Faq wiring diagram y plan pump overrun st and dt92e faq wiring diagram s plan pump overrun
st and dt92e faq wiring diagram s plan plus pump overrun st and dt92e faq wiring diagram
combination boiler st honeywell t4 additional wiring diagrams lyric t6 additional wiring diagrams
v zone valve s plan operation. The sundial y plan is designed to provide independent
temperature control of both heating and domestic hot water circuits in fully pumped central
heating installations. Part 3 in the series looks at y plan wiring a system which uses a single 3
port valve. Danfos
switch outlet combo wiring diagram
nissan 370z forums
dewalt parts diagram
s wiring diagram y plan danfoss set2e installation user s instructions manualslib view and
download danfoss set2e installation user s instructions online electronic 24 hour mini
programmer for heating hot water set2e heating system pdf manual. This article shows a y plan
wiring diagram and gives an overview of the electrical control wiring connections for a typical
sundial honeywell yplan or drayton biflow fully pumped central heating system which use a mid
position motorised valve. Wiring diagrams and further information continues below. One valve
for hot water another for heating. So if youd like to acquire the awesome pics regarding danfoss
wiring diagram y plan just click save button to store these shots to your pc. Wiring Diagram For
3 Way Switch. Led Tube Light Wiring Diagram. Skip to content. This video covers the wiring and
electrical operation of an s plan system with two 2 port valves. Y Plan Heating Systems. Y Plan
Central Heating System. Share this: Facebook Tweet WhatsApp.

